Collective Prediction of Disease-Associated miRNAs Based on Transduction Learning.
The discovery of human disease-related miRNA is a challenging problem for complex disease biology research. For existing computational methods, it is difficult to achieve excellent performance with sparse known miRNA-disease association verified by biological experiment. Here, we develop CPTL, a Collective Prediction based on Transduction Learning, to systematically prioritize miRNAs related to disease. By combining disease similarity, miRNA similarity with known miRNA-disease association, we construct a miRNA-disease network for predicting miRNA-disease association. Then, CPTL calculates relevance score and updates the network structure iteratively, until a convergence criterion is reached. The relevance score of node including miRNA and disease is calculated by the use of transduction learning based on its neighbors. The network structure is updated using relevance score, which increases the weight of important links. To show the effectiveness of our method, we compared CPTL with existing methods based on HMDD datasets. Experimental results indicate that CPTL outperforms existing approaches in terms of AUC, precision, recall, and F1-score. Moreover, experiments performed with different number of iterations verify that CPTL has good convergence. Besides, it is analyzed that the varying of weighted parameters affect predicted results. Case study on breast cancer has further confirmed the identification ability of CPTL.